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PREFACE 
It 18 a full two hundred yeara a1nc. Hear1 Rou ••• au aouthed the dic-
tua that would .cho .0 intaaou.ly throughout the hall. ot .ocial hi. tory, 
"Man i. born tr •• , and .yerywh.re w. tind hia in chain •• " And y.t, .. n 
i. not born tre., it is difficult to und.r.tand how anyone who haa wit-......... 
n •••• d th. total h.lpl ••• n.ss of a newborn babe could be teapt.d to wax 
eloqu.nt about hi. freedo.. F.re.do., it anythinl. i. an achiey •• ent. not 
a liy.n. To attribute treed •• t. a .. tur. adult i. hazardou., t. at-
tribute it to an intant i. ab.urd. 
A .uch .or •• ober .valuation of hUBan tre.do. i. prop ••• d by B. r. 
Skinn.rs "Th. hfpoth •• i. that .. n i. not tr •• i ••••• ntial to the appli-
cation of .cientitic a.thod to the .tudy ot huaan behavior. Th. free aan 
who i. h.ld r.sponsibl. tor hi. b.havior • • • i. only a pr •• ei.ntific 
.ub.titut. tor the kind. of cau ••• which are di.coy.red in the cour •• ot 
aci.ntific analyai.. All th ••• alt.rnatiy. cau ••• Ii. out.id. the indi-
vidual" (1953, p. 447). Th.re i. no roo. for .uch a b.llig.r.nt Yariabl. 
as free will in Skinn.r'. ayst ••• nor ia th.r. any rooa tor the hu.an p.r-
.on in hi •• oci.ty. 
The aor. .ophi.ticated adyocat.. ot tree will haY. alway. t.nd.d to-
ward a aor •• od.rat. po.ition. Th. root of tr.edo., the pow.r to choo •• 
end. and act upon th •• , is in .yery .. n. but .ft.ctiy. tr.edo. tunctions 
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only under certain optimal conditions. Free behavior is seen as a con-
tinuum ranging trom tully determined conditioned actions at one pole to 
fully tree human acts at the other pole, with the majority of human ac-
tivities falling into that vast penumbral area between. 
The attitude that one assumes toward the proble. ot human treedom 
has tar-reaching reprecussions in the social and moral spheres. Civil 
society, motivated by a humanistic ethics, is dependent upon the not 80 
tenuous assumption that man is responsible tor his behavior. The Chris-
tian moralist, when he attempts to evaluate a human act, is taced with 
the problems ot sufticient knowledge and full consent of the will. 
Neither legal nor moral analysis can function autonomously outside the 
tramework of a psychology ot man. Both religious and legal ethics draw 
their principles trom psychology, and it is to psychology that they must 
turn for the ultimate answers concerning human freedom and for the ana-
lytical tools to deal with the problems in their own respective spheres. 
There is a certain irony here, for the experimental psychologist has 
concerned himselt not so much with the problem of how persons are free 
as with how they are determined. He stUdies the functional relationship' 
between variables. He attempts to discover the manner in which deter-
mini ... are "written into the nervous system." And yet, this is not 
rhyme without reason, for freedom is certainly a function of the complex 
of determinisms which the person has acquired and the extent of his in-
sight into these determinisms. 
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This study deals with one small facet of human determinism, the func-
tional relationship between the galvanic skin response and stimulUS 
words related to religious values. It further deals with an analytical 
tool for analyzing human treedom and motivation, the hypothetical con-
struct ot "value. t. Both the theory proposed and the research conducted 
are modest indeed, but it is only through such modest reaearches that 
man can ever hope to understand the complex ot causes which govern his 
behavior. 
The author would like to acknowledge a special debt ot gratitude to 
Reverend Vincent V. Herr, S.J. whose advice, direction, and generosity 
of time and effort made this research possible. No greater testimony of 
man's ability to initiate, control, and guide his own behavior will ever 
be tound than the witness ot Father Herr's consummate patience with this 
author. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
F •• • nterprises in the history of mants quest for knowledge have 
been as punctuated with controv.rsy and conflict, .ith di.agr •••• nt and 
dissid.nc., as has that d.partment of sci.nc. that is incongruously 
known as psychology. Th. discordant th.m •• populating the history of 
psychology .v.n to the pres.nt day have b •• n a scandal to some of the 
more sob.r-.ind.d m.mb.rs of the sci.ntific disciplin.s. A random s.l.c-
tion of almost any asp.ct of psychology's unwi.ldy subject matter (pr •• 
suming, of cours., that a cons.nsus could b. obtained as to the nature of 
that subj.ct matt.r) .ill rev.al a doz.n divergent position. advocat.d by 
the for.most luminaries in the field. This situation obtains marvelously 
well in cont.mporary motivational theory, and there is c.rtainly no 
dearth of argument and critici.m among the pr •• ent crop of motivational 
th.oriz.rs. 
A r.cent textbook, eight hundred and more pag.s, which summariz •• 
contemporary theory and r.search in motivation conclud •• with the plain-
tive jeremiadr If It is cl.ar that a comprehensiv., definitive psychology 
of motivation do.s not y.t .xist" (Cofer and Appl.y, 1964). The reasona 
for this sad stat. of affairs are many and varied, the most obvious being 
that human motivation is as complex as human personality its.lf. Fur-
th.rmore. motivation is a problem that is difficult to de. 1 with "h.ad 
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on" and is otten approached obliquelYe 
Sooner or later, however, every student ot human behavior tinds him-
selt dealing witb the problem ot wby people behave as they do. This sim. 
pIe "why" is tbe basic question in the problem ot motivation. Wi thout 
oversimplitying complex issues and without drawing any hard and tast dis-
tinctions, I would suggest that the most valuable approaches to the Ifwhy" 
ot behavior have emerged not trom any explicit tbeory ot motivation but 
trom more or less distinct areas in contemporary psychology, namely 
learning theory and personality theory. 
The learning theorists have proudly worn the badge ot the "touch-
minded." Their use ot classical experimental methodology and caretully 
controlled res.arch-- bas contributed many valuable conceptual tools tor 
dealing with the problem ot motivation. Beginning with Thorndike's law 
ot ettect, many ot the cODstructs postulated by the learning theorists 
have been equally signiticant tor motivational theory_ Purposive behav-
ior, primary and secondary drives, operant and respondent behavior, incen 
tive, goal gradients -- all these terms have a motivational tlavor, and 
tbe learning tbeorists have taught us much about the acquisition ot mo-
tives. True to their methodology, they have hypothesized constructs only 
as necessary, have remained close to the contines ot the immediate data, 
and have retrained trom asking the broader questions about human nature 
it8elt. 
The personality theorists, on the other hand, have been less aloot 
in waxing philosophical. Few have been laboratory men; their method, ia 
the main, has been empirical rather than experimental. Many personality 
theorists have been clinicians faced with the pressing problem ot human 
need and Buftering. Impiltient with tbe tedious methods {.It eareful ,\jctea-
tinc lllethod.elegy, they have struck out on their own, leavin" tho con-
fine.s of validated tact behind them. From the birth of psyc~oanftly.i. to 
the present day, the methods and theories that have sough.t to give an 
over-all view of huu.an persom.U ty have beon il8aginative. stimulating Mel 
insightful. Not allot them, however. have been ea.sily amenable to ex-
llerimontal investigation. 
Among those- personality theories that have been all heuri~tic as} im-
aginative ioS that of (".ordon AllL)Ort. Allport t $ tlleory of personality 1. 
candidly motivntioual, tlavored , .. ith. Bany motivational CIJftstl"ucts such aa 
v~luat interest. sentiment, intention, terms which he often usas inter-
chal1seably. These constructs are used by various theorists, aad Allport 
seems willing to accept them all insotar as they represent the saae sort 
ot •• phasia. The fR~lin thrust ot his thought is clear. His intent ia to 
rai38 a critical voice in the face of the irr~tlonalistlc and blind im-
pulse tbeorieii ot motivation that have dQftlinated American psychology in 
the last halt century. lie inai.,sts that personal.ity is not controlled 
solely by pushes froul thtl ~).'ilist but rnther by vulillfrom the f'lture. 
Emphasizing the dynamics of futurity, Allport contends that in order 
to understand a person it is necessary to see him in the light of ~lat he 
holds to be worthwhile, who he is striving to become. The Harvard psy-
chologist stresses the construct of value as one of the most .eaningful 
analytic units tor the study and understanding of personality. In a gea-
eral way, Allport defines value as "anything that yields a satisfaction 
or provides a .eans for such satisfaction" (Allport, 1950, p. 13). The 
"values" of the infant are .. inly viscerocenic, but in the course of 
growth and adjust.ent psychogenic values gradually emerge. Followin, 
Stern, Allport has delineated six major value areas that influence hu ... 
behavior in a more or less consistent fashion: theoretical, economic, 
aesthetic, social, political and religious. For Allport. a major value 
area is Ita beliet upon which a IRan acts by preference. It is thus a co&-
nitive, a motor, and above all, a deeply propriate disposition" (Allport, 
1961. p. 454). In Allport's theory, values are postulated as central 
cognitive affective constructs that initiate and guide human behavior. 
Allport himself haa been especially concerned with the nature of re-
ligious values or sentiments. He defines reli,iou. value a. a "disposi-
tion, built up through experience, to re.pond favorably, and in certain 
habitual ways, to conceptual objects and principles that the individual 
regards a. of ultimate i.portance in his own life, and as havinc to do 
with what he re,ard •• s perlRanent or central in the nature of things" 
(Allport, 1950, p. 56). 
Although he haa helped to develop a very useful practical tool for 
the study of value. (Allport, Vernon, Lindzey, 1960), Allport's treatment 
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of the nature of values has been almost wholly theoretical. On the prac_ 
tical experimental level there has tor some years been raging a contro-
versy which concerns the very validity of the value construct. The tol-
lowing chapter reviews the literature pertinent to this controversy and 
turnishes the background tor mT own experimental research. 
CHAPTER II 
• REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
'l'his study is specificl.tlly concerned with. the functional relation-
ships that exist between subjects of high religious value strength and 
~utonomic responsivity to stimulus words related to the religious value 
~r.a under varying conditions of experimental involve.ent in the reli-
j&ious value. The meaningtulnet'is ot various stimulu$ words will be meas-
~red by the galvanic skin response (GSH). Tbe literature related to this 
study will thus fall into two main classess general literature in the 
psychology of .ativation and religion and the more pertinent experimental 
literature dealing with values and GSa research. 
General discussions ot the various theoretical viewpoints on the na-
ture ot motivation can be found in McClelland (1951), Lindzey (1958), and 
Cha~and Krawiac (1960). The Nebraska symposia on motivation provide 
an excellent summary of contemporary research areas (Jone., 1954 and 
~evinet 1964), and Coter and Appley (1964) give a complete and comprehen-
sive review of both theory and research. The theoretical framework ot 
the value-centered approach to motivation i. best described by Allport 
(1943. 1946, 1953, 1955, 1961). A recent article by De.ber (1965) summa-
rizes a new look in motivation that has emerged trom the study of motiva-
tional and cognitive variables. 
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There is relatively little experimental literature in the psychology 
of religion that is directly pertinent to this atudy, and there aeems no 
point in duplicating the excellent summaries of the general literature 
that are alreadT available, for example that of Meissner (1961). Proba-
bly the best introduction to the problems of religious psychology is that 
of Clark (1958). The most ayatematically integrated approaches to the 
psychology of religion are those of Allport (1950) and Herr (1964). 
We have already noted that for Allport religion aa a value i. a 
blend of both cognitive and motivational variables. Herr (1964 t p. 64) 
likewiae insists on the distinction between knowledge and .otive power, 
noting that both factors must be operative in .orally responsible behav-
ior. As a general principle of motivation, Herr states that "Aa soon as 
there is clear understanding of the fact that a certain object is valua-
blet then there is aroused a tendency toward that object quite spontane-
ously, that iS t previously to reflection and deliberation lt (Herr, 1964, 
p. Ill). Interestingly enough, the experi.ental literature relevant to 
this study has al •• been primarily concerned with the relationahip be-
tween cognitive and motivational variables. 
The problem of the value construct was brought into the experi.ental 
laboratory so.e fifteen years ago when psychologists began attempting to 
as.e.s the eftect. ot cognitive and motivational variables on perception. 
1 For a review of this literature see Dember (1960). 
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A new and exciting research area, which soon became known as "The New 
Look in Perception," was opened up by the controversial researches of 
Postman, Bruner, and McGinnie. (1948). Using the Allport, Vernon and 
Lindzey Study!! Value. as a quantitative measure of value areas, they 
claimed that subject. recognize words related to their dominant interests 
or value areas aore readily than other words. Vanderplas and Blake (1949 
likewise reported a positive relationship between an individual's hier-
archy of personal value. and the ea.e with which he recognize. stimulus 
words related to his values. Negative findings, however, were reported 
by Mausner and Siegel (1950) who.e research •• fa11$d to support the hy-
pothesi. that ease of perception is a fUnction of value. In each of 
these studie., value was treated as an independent variable and ease of 
perception was the only dependent variable studied. No attempt was made 
to .easure autonomic discrimination. and the ease 01 perception factors 
constituted the only evidence that related to the validity of the value 
construct. 
A slightly different tack was taken by Bousfield and Samborski 
(1955). They atte.pted to correlate personal values with the meaningful-
ness of stimulus words related to the value areas. Defining "meaningful-
ne •• " .s the frequency of written a •• ociation. to stimulus words given 
within a pre.cribed time, tbey found that relative strength of value. 
correlated positively with the .eanin,fulnes. of word. related to tbe 
values (see Table. I and 2). Solomon and Howes (1951), on the other 
hand, studying both word frequency and visual duration thre.holds, found 
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Table 1 
VALUE-WORDS SELECTED BY BOUSFIELD AND SAMBORSKI (1955) 
AESTHETIC ECONOMIC POLITICAL RELIGIOUS THEORETICAL SOCIAL 
art business dictator bles.ing analysis companion 
beauty comaaerce doaination deity discovery cordiality 
elegance economic. f .. e faith laboratory conversation 
landscape finance government holine.s learnine f.ailiarity 
music inco.e king piety logic family 
opera industry leader prayer reaaon fraternity 
ornament invest.ent politics religion re.earch friend 
poetry property president reverence science generoaity 
sculpture utility superiority .pirituality theory kindness 
symphony .ealth victory worship truth sociability 
Table 2 
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN RANKS OF 
COMPOSITE MEANINGn1LNESS SCORES AND SCORES ON THE 
STUDY OF VALUES SCALE J"OR EACH OF SIX Y ALUES 
(BOUSFIELD AND SAMBORSKI) 
VALUE r P 
AESTHETIC • • • • • .12 .30=-~.20 
ECONOMIC • • • • • .20 .l():=.P=-.05 
POLITICAL • • • • • .16 .20c~~.::::::....10 
RELIGIOUS • • • • • .39 P~.OOl 
SOCIAL • • • • • • -.02 .90.:::~P.::;:;,...80 
THEORETICAL • • • • .31 P~OOl 
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that personal values correlated positively with word frequency and nega-
tively with visual duration thresholds. They concluded that the Allport-
Vernon-Lindzey test is merely a measure of the frequency with which the 
subject uses certain words. They further concluded that there is no need 
to postulate any vague entity like "value;" the only difference between 
two populations is the frequency with which they use the two sets of 
words. Correlations ot a test constructed by Brown and Adams (1954) with 
the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey scale, however, remained signiticantly posi-
tive even with changes in word frequency. Thus, they conclude that value 
is not merely a function ot word trequency and that the postulation of 
value as a central cognitive attective construct is valid. 
Nevertheless, it has been objected that none of the evidence, posi-
tive or negative, amassed by these researches has any real bearing on the 
problem ot the value as an explicitly motivational construct. Allot 
these researches seem to be mainly concerned with cognitive variables. 
Experiments which attempt to correlate strength of values with word tre-
quency are probably only testing tamiliarity. Thus, the greater a per-
son's interest in religion, the more likely he is to read religious 
literature. We should expect that he will be able to give a large number 
ot word associations to stimulus words related to hi. religiOUS value. 
The factor ot learning and familiarity is likewise crucial when experi-
menters attempt to correlate personal values with ease of recognition ot 
words related to the values. The more extensive the experience which a 
person has of an object, the more the cue. can be reduced and still per-
11 
mit recognition (Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954, p. 104). 
This i. a common criticism that is leveled at these researches es-
pecially by Solomon (1951). Undoubtedly, familiarity is an important 
factor, but I question Solomonts conclusion that the Allport.Vernon-
Lindzey teat i •• erely a measure of the frequency with which the aubject 
uses certain words. The more basic question seems to be why the .ubject 
is more familiar with one set of words rather than another. To contend 
that familiarity is a function of learning is, of course. quite obvious 
and is at the sa •• time quite circular. After all, the Allport-Vernon-
Lindzey te.t is an attempt to m.asure choice., preferred patterns of be-
havior. The value theorists do not deny that values are acquired 
through experienee. The point of the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey scale is 
that the individual is here and now opting for speeitic interests and be-
havior in a more or less eonsistent fashion. Thus, the te.t attempts to 
distinguish between wbat are .erely matters ot fact to the subject and 
what are matters ot importanee to him. When a subject eonsistently opts 
for a partieular intere.t. the theorists conclude that it is valid to 
postulate a construct such as value to account for a contemporary system 
of motivation within the personality structure of the individual which 
influenees him to choose one alternative rather tban another. 
Experiments which s.ek to correlate personal values with the fre-
quency of written a.aociations to stimUlus words related to the values do 
no more than provide another avenue tor assessing the value. Bousfield 
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and Samborski (1955) are correct. I believe. in detining the tr.quency ot 
written association. to • given stimulus wo"rd a. " •• aningtuln ...... tor 
valuation i. pr.cisely meaningtuln.ss, i •••• that which is worthwhile to 
the individual. Such .xp.rim.nts do not in thems.lv •• constitut. a 
"proot" ot the valu.; th.7 .impl7 indicat. a particular lin. ot .vid.nc. 
which .upport. the validity ot the valu. construct. Th. probl.m tor the 
.xp.riment.r is to provide various approach.s to " •• aningt.ln.s •• " It is 
only through r.p.at ••• xp.ri •• ntation. alt.rnation in .xperi •• ntal d.-
sign, and the manipulation ot ind.p.nd.nt variables that it is possible 
to d.termine which tactors account tor ditt.r.nce. in r.sults and the 
conco.itant validity ot constructs postulat.d. Con.tructs are veritied 
only through the gathering ot independent .vidence. 
One type ot ind.pend.nt evidence that has not been syste .. tically 
utilized in value r.search is the u •• ot physiological indices such •• 
the galVanic akin r.spons. (GSa). Without .ntering into all the contro-
versies concerning the merit. and d •• erit. ot GSR re.earch. one can sate-
II' conclude. as do Woodworth and Schlosberg (1954), that GSR is a valid 
indicator ot the ext.nt to which a given .timulu. arou ••• a subj.ct. 
Thus, GSa can provide an .It.rnat. approach to the probl.m ot the " •• an-
ingtuln ..... ot a giv.n .timulu. word. Th. a.sumption that verbal associ-
ations to .ti.ulus word. ift GSR reaearch i. a valid .xperimental t.ch-
niqu. i. born. out by the tindings ot H.rr and Kobl.r (1957). Th.y have 
conclud.d that .timuli in GSH r.search hay. a constant value regardl ••• 
ot the p.rsonality ot the .ubj.ct. 
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We shall not here review the excellent suamaries of GSR research al-
ready available. Woodworth and Schlosberg (1954) provide an .invaluable 
general discussion of the GSR, and the physiological .echani ... involved 
are treated by McCleary (1950). Discussions of the problem of unit of 
.easure.ent in GSR research can be found in Herr and Kobler (1953) and 
Flanagan (1962). Both of these reviews analyze and criticiz. the Haggard 
transforaation (Haggard, 1949a and 1949b) which will be used in this 
study. 
In an att .. pt to supply ind.pendent evid.nce for hi. construct of 
"perceptual defens.," a Motivational construct olo •• ly link.d to the no-
tion of value, McGinnle. (1949) show.d that t.boo words evoked. signifi-
cantly gr.at.r GSR than n.utral words. &ven when the .ubject reported 
that he did not recognize the word, th.re were .tronl GSRs to t.boo 
words. Lazarus .nd McCle.ry (1951), u.ing •• otionally cODdition.d nOD-
sen.e syllabl.s rather th.n taboo words as the critical stimuli, found 
th.t the critical .Yllables gave significantly larger GSRs th.D the neu-
tral ones .ven when th.y wer. not recognized. Laz.rus and McCleary con-
tend that th.ir .xp.ri.ent furnish •• evid.nce .f ".ubception," .utonomic 
discrimination without .war.n.... In oth.r word., the author. experi-
.entally induc.d a "value" in th.ir .ubjects by emotionally conditioning 
the subject. (through electrical shocks) to cert.in nonsen ••• yllable •• 
It will be noted tb.at the "value" in this exp.ri.ent was a constant, and 
the indep.nd.nt variable was the type of stimuli: h.lf.f the .timuli 
were critical (.ubjects h.d been emotionally conditioned t. the critic.l 
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syllables through shock) and half ot the stimuli were neutral (subjects 
had not been emotionally conditioned to the neutral syllables through 
shock). This experiment thus suggests the possibility of an indirect ap-
proaeh to the proble. of value.. holding the value itself constant and 
presentinc two types of stimulus words to the subject with half of the 
stimulUS words related to the value and the other half neutral. 
Various studies have attempted to asse.s the eftect of level of in-
volve.ent upon physioiocicai variables. Mandler, et. ale (1961) has 
- -
shown that a subject who sueeeasfully avoids personal involv •• ent in a 
stimulus situation shows les8 physiolo,ical response to the .timulus. 
White's researches indicate that autonomic responsivity varies po.itively 
with level of subject involvement (defined in teras of stimulus diacrimi-
nation complexity), at least with low anxiety subjects (White, 1965). 
These researches suggest a teChnique that may prove u.eful in value ro-
.earch, na •• ly varyin, the level of involvement in the value and record-
in, GSRs to st!Mulua words at the.e different levela ot involve.ent. 
It would be .ell at this point to .ummarize the aain point. which I 
have tried to brin, out in this review of the literature. 
1) The ,eneral problem of the validity of the .otivational construct 
ot value remains unre.olved at the experi.ental level. A considerable 
amount of evidence still needs to be amassed betore the construct can be 
validated or invalidated. No single piece of research i. in any way de-
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finitive. The solution to the problem lie. in providing various experi-
mental d.signs which approach the problem from different avenue •• 
2) The use of stimulus words related to p.rsonal valu.s is a valid 
.xperimental technique, and the .eaningfulness of a stimulus word is a 
valid indicator of value. Meaningfulne •• i.pli •• valuation. 
3) GSR is a valid indicator of .eaningfuln ••• , and autonomic di.-
crimination function. ev.n without awar.n •••• 
4) a •• earch •• which deal with values in terms of the frequ.ncy of 
association. with (or .as. ot recognition of) words related to the valu •• 
are .ubj.ct to the critici •• that the only thin, they are measuring are 
cognitive tactor., n .. ely familiarity. The critici .. is not, I think, 
altogeth.r justified because taailiarity it.elf is an indication ot 
valu.. N.v.rthel •• s, the criticism mu.t be cont.nded with. One way of 
handlin, the obj.ction is by tr.atin, the value a. a con.tant (and thus 
controlling for fa.iliarity) and varyin, level of involvement in the 
value it.elf. The problem with such a d.si,n would be that no dir.ct 
conclusions could be drawn conc.rnin, the nature of the value. Positive 
findin,s would lead to a discussion of the involve.ent factor which 
would, of cours., be related to the value. Since this i. the procedure 
followed in ., design, I will take up this problem in ., discus.ion of 
the result •• 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
This experi.ent i. designed to test two distinct hypoth ••••• 
Hypothe.is 1& Subject. of high relisious value. will give signifi-
cantly greater GaRs to .timulus words related to the r.ligious value than 
to neutral words. 
Hypothesis 2: Subjects of high r.ligiou. value. who are experim.n-
tally involved in their r.ligious value. will give significantly greater 
GSR. to stimulus words related to their valu.. than subjects of high re-
ligiou. value. who are not experi.entally inYolved. 
Tbe key problem in the design of this experiment is to isolate and 
manipUlate level of involvement in religious value •• an independent 
variable. The problem was handled by using aatched group. of subj.cts 
and challenging the religiou. value syste. of one of the groups. 
Subjects 
All subjects in this experiment were male cl.rical students in a 
large religious order. Subject •• ere aatched on the critical yariables 
and divided into two croups, an experim.ntal ,roup (Group A) and a con-
trol ,roup (Group B). Group A was exposed to the involve.ent lactor, an 
essay on clerical involve.ent constructed by Rev. Vincent V. Herr, S.J. 
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and revised by this experimenter, whereas Group B read a neutral essay. 
Both groups were administered the same list ot stimulus words and in-
structed to tree associate with each word. The experimenter recorded 
verbal responses on a data sbeet and autonomic responses were recorded on 
tb. psychogalvanometer. 
The experiment.r began witb an orieinal population ot 102 students. 
In s •• sion I, all subjects were administered the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey 
Study!! Values (1960). In session 2, all subjects were administered the 
Nicolay-Walker Personal aeaction SChedule (aee bibliography 44., n.d.). 
Sinc. anxiety level bas been shown to have III ditterential effect upon 
level ot involvement, it was necossary to match subjects on tbe anxiety 
tactor. 
Atter analyzinc the results of these tests, subjects were matched on 
tbe critical variables and then randoaly assIgned to the experimental and 
control groups. Subjects were matcbed on the following variables, 
1) Score on the relliiouS tactor in the Studl !! Values (se. Tabl. 
3); 
2) Total anxiety score on t.he Personal Reaction Schedule (see Table 
4); 
3) Age -- since all subjects were tro. n homogeneous age group this 
cont.rol easil~ lent itselt to the design (se. Table ~); 
4) Number ot year. in religious lit. (s •• Tabl. 6). 
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Table 3 
DESCRIPTION OJ' SUBJECTS, 
SCORES ON STUDY OF VALUES 
-
VALUE EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
AREA GROUP GROUP 
(N-aO) (N-20) 
Mean SD Mean SD 
Religiou. 56 3.1 55 3.8 
Ae.thetic 37 8.9 35 6.2 
konoaic 27 7.1 30 7.7 
Political 37 4.2 38 5.4 
Theoretical 40 6.0 36 6.3 
Social 42 7.4 43 5.4 
Table :s 
D&SCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS I 
AGE 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(N-aO) (N-20) 
Mean SO Mean SD 
2. 2.4 25 2.4 
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Table 4 
DRSCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS, 
SCORES ON THE PERSONAL REACTION SCHEDULE 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
SCALE GROUP GROUP 
(Na20) (Na20) 
Mean SO Mean SO 
Total Anxiety 25.00 6.6 25.95 8.4 
Motor Tension Anxiety 9.35 3.2 9.45 2.8 
Object Anxiety 6.35 2.0 7.45 2.4 
Personal Inadequacy Anxiety 9.30 3.2 9.45 3.4 
~ocia1 D •• irabi1itT 18.10 3.2 17.75 4.8 
Table e 
DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS, 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN RELIGIOUS LIFB 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(Na20) (NaaO) 
Mean SO Mean SO 
3.85 1.9 4.10 1.9 
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From the original population ot 102 students. the experimenter was 
able to select two aatched croups consisting ot 26 subjects in each 
,roup. Subjects were matched on the atorementioned variables and random. 
ly assigned to the experimental and control croups. The aatchin, pre-
sented little difficulty since most subjects scored hieb on the religious 
factor and since the original population was rather homogeneous in regard 
to age and religious education. 
During the course of the experimentation six subjects had to be 
eliminated trom each ,roup tor such reasons as inability to obtain a bas-
ic conductance readin, and inability to match subjects on responsivity. 
The tinal experimental population consisted of 20 subjects in the control 
group and 20 subjects in the experimental group_ Thus, the experi.ental 
and control groups consisted of aatched pairs ot subjects. 
Selection !! Stimuli 
The verbal stimuli in this experiment consisted of 16 stimulus 
words, 8 of which were related to religious values and 8 ot which were 
neutral worda. The neutral words were co __ on neutral stimUli used in GSR 
res.arch. The words related to reli,ious values were drawn trom the 
study conducted by Bousfield and Samborski (1955), with three additions 
.. de by this experi.enter. l 
1 See p. 9, Table 1. 
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The essay on clerical involvement was prepared by Rev. Vineent V. 
Herr, S.J. and revised by this experimenter. The involvementes.ay in-
corporate. a number of state.ent. u.ed by this experi.enter in a pilot 
study that attempted to as.e •• the eftectivene •• of .tate.ent. that chal-
lenge religious faith for eventual use in GSR research. The attempt to 
use challencin, state.enta as discrete atimuli waa di.carded becau.e it 
was impossible to aacertain whether the aubject was responding to the 
atateaent as a coaplete thought or to a particular word in the atate.ent. 
It was decided instead to u.e a complete e.say as one involve.ent factor 
within the general experimental context of the pre.entation of stiaulus 
words. 
The neutral e.say was constructed by this experimenter. It is ap-
proximately the same length a. the involve.ent ess&7 and was administered 
to the control group as a control for the involve.ent essay. Both ot 
the.e essay. are reproduced in Appendix I and Appendix II of th1s paper. 
Experi.ental S1tuation 
In .ession 3. each subject individually underwent the GSR test. 
Subjects were tested aecordin, to the follo.1ng .equence. ABBA, BAAB, 
ABBA, etc. After the electrodes tor the psychogalvanometer had been 
mounted, a seven to ten minute adaptation period was observed. The sub-
ject was then instructed to give a aingle word verbal response to each ot 
the .t1mulu8 word. a. they were pre.ented. The sti.ulu. worda were pre-
.ented verbally by the experi.enter, alternating neutral and critical 
aa 
it.ms. At the completion ot the eilhth stimulus word. the independent 
variable was introduced. When the subject had tinished readinl the es-
say, a short adaptation period was alain observed. The reMaining eight 
stimulus words were then pre.ented, again in alternating tashion. A 
.erie. ot tour neutral words were presented to the subject betore begin-
ning the experiment to help the subject adapt to the situation. GSas 
were not recorded tor these adaptation word.. The .ntir. testing •••• ion 
a.erag.d titteen to eight.en minutes. The ord.r ot the pre.eniation ot 
the stimUli is depicted on the tollowing page. 
A continuous photographic recording was made ot the skin re.istance. 
The p.ychogalvanometer wa. a con.tant-current, critically-damped type, 
ba.ed on the Wheat.ton. bridge model. The apparatus also included a sim-
ple telegraph key attached to the psychogalvano.eter tor the purpo.es ot 
recording reaction times ot the .ubjects to each stimulus word. 
Adaptation StiMuli' 
COUNTRY 
SHOE 
WINDOW 
BIRD 
Test Stimuli. 
&xe.rim.nt.l Groue 
STREET 
F.AITH 
CLOCK 
PRAYER 
SAND 
SPIRITUALITY 
BELL 
PRIEST 
InvolvemeDt e •• a7 
GLASS 
WORSHIP 
TRU 
HOLINESS 
CHAIR 
RELIGION 
FLOWER 
GOD 
Table 7 
Order of tbe experiMent 
Control Groue 
STREET 
FAITH 
CLOCK 
PRAYER 
SAND 
SPIRITUALITY 
BELL 
PRIEST 
Neutral eseq 
GLASS 
WORSHIP 
TRY 
HOLINESS 
CHAIR 
RELIGION 
FLOWER 
GOD 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS or THE DATA 
It will be recalled that the design of this experi.ent included two 
independent variable., the neutral word -- critical word variable and 
the neutral e •• ay -- involve.ent es.ay variable. Since the de.ien of 
this experiment doe. not permit a tacile .eparation of the .ft.ct. ot 
the.e two variable., the int.rplay ot the two variable. mu.t be tak.n in-
to account in a ••••• inC the r.sult •• 
Comeutation !! Scores 
Raw score. w.r. comput.d b7 a direct .etric .easure.ent of the re-
sistance chanc. of .ach subject tor .ach word a. repre •• nted on the film 
record. Bach GSR raw .core thua represent. the lencth ot the drop in 
milli.eter •• 
Th. ohm. r •• i.tance chanc. (th. drop) is equal to the raw .cor. 
X 22.74 ohms. Ohm. reaistanc. change in it.elt, how.ver, do •• not take 
into account the ba.ic re.i.tance of the .ubject, a tact which renders 
the comparison ot ohm. re.istanc. change. betwe.n subjects .omewhat que.-
tionable. A drop of 500 ohms re.istance in a subj.ct who haa a 10,000 
ohms basic resistance i. not equival.nt to a drop of 300 ohms in a sub-
j.ct who haa a 20,000 ohm. baaic reai.tanc.. In ord.r to compare the 
GSRs ot two ditferent .ubject. to the .... word or the GSa. of on. sub-
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ject on different stimulus words, it is necessary to select a measure 
that takes account of basic resistance as well as ohms resistance change. 
Since the GSRs of both the experimental and control groups satisfied 
the normal distribution require.ents of the Haggard transformation scale, 
this .easure was adopted tor use in this experi.ent and all the data re-
ported is in terms ot the Haggard transfor.ed scores. The.e converted 
.core. are in 101 oh •• t 1.29 X 104 units 
Basics • Di.cus.ions of the Haggard 
transtor.ation can be tound in Haggard (1949), Herr and Kobler (1953), 
and Flanagan (1962). 
Quantitative Anallsis 11 Results 
In the tirst halt of the experiment, both the experi.ental and con-
trol Croups .ere subject to the sa.e experimental conditions. Since sub-
jecta .ere matched as pairs on all the critical variables, includin, re-
sponsivity, .e are dealing .ith correlated .. ans (Scott and Werthei.er, 
1962, pp. 258 tt. and Garrett, 1958, pp. 226 tt.). Table 8 presents the 
.ean GSa8, standard deViations, and the analysis ot the signiticance ot 
the ditference bet.een the .eans ot the experi.ental and control groups 
tor each ot the first eight stimUlUS .ords. 
An examination of Table 8 will reveal that there are no significant 
ditferences between the .eans of the experimental and control Croups in 
GSas to the first eight stimulus words. Thus, in the tirst part of the 
experiment the t.o groups of subjects are matched on autonomic respon-
Table 8 
A COMPARISON OF THE DIFFF..REHCES IN THE M&ANS FOR GSa. 
STIMULUS 
WORD 
STREET 
FAITH 
CLOCIC 
PRAYER 
SAND 
SPIRITUALITY 
BELL 
PRIJtST 
TO THE PIRST EIGHT STIMULUS WORDS 
IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(8-20) (8-20) 
Mean SD Mean 3D Mean 
Difference 
SOl 161 503 171 -2 
546 103 542 161 i4 
469 195 478 164 -9 
529 139 543 165 -14 
365 199 383 165 -18 
549 148 526 191 i 23 
463 173 446 207 i17 
511 84 474 159 i 37 
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t-
0.06 
0.14 
0.22 
0.39 
0.61 
0.64 
0.38 
1.17 
- With 19 degrees of freedom, t of 2.86 significant at 1 per cent level; 
t of 2.54 significant at 2 per ceni level; t of 2.09 significant at 5 per 
cent level • 
• ivit7. This is an important point becau.e an7 sienificant difference. 
that may arise in the second balf of the stimulus li.t can On17 be at-
iribuied to tbe neutral e •• a7 -- involvement e.sa7 variable. All other 
factors were held constant. 
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A better appreciation of the equivalence of the two groups on auto-
nomic r.sponaivity to the first eight stimulus words can be gained by con 
ducting an analysis of the significanc. of the diff.renc.s b.tween the 
two groups on total r •• pon.ivity to the r.sp.ctive .ets of critical and 
neutral .timulu. word. in the first half of the .timulu. list. Thus, it 
is possible to .ummate GSRs of each .ubject to the four critical stimulus 
word.s FAITH, PRAYER, SPIRITUALITY, PRIEST. The .... can be done for 
the GSR. of each .ubject to the four neutral .timulu. word.. STREET, 
CLOCK, SAND. BELL. Group aean. can then be determined for the total re-
.ponsivity of each group to each .et of .timulu. words; an analysis of 
the .ignificance of the difference between the aean. of the experimental 
and control group. for each .et of .timulu. word. i. pre.eated in Table9. 
Aa examination of Table 9 will reveal that there are no .ignificant 
differeace. between the experimeatal and control group. in the mean. for 
total autonomic re.ponsivity to the re.pective sets of critical aad 
.timulu. word. in the fir.t half of the .timulu. li.t. The two group. 
are equivalent in autonomic re.pon.ivity prior to the introduction of the 
neutral e •• ay -- involvement e •• ay variable. 
The .ecoad part of the exp.ri.ent consist.d of the pre •• ntation of 
the neutral essay to the control group aad the iayolve •• at e.say to the 
experi.ental croup, followed by the pre.entatioa of the second half of 
the stimulus list. An analysis of the .ienificance of the difference be-
tween the m.aa GSa. of each croup to the stimulus words in the s.cond 
Table 9 
A COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CONTROL GROUPS IN THE MEANS FOR TOTAL AUTONOMIC RESPONSIVITY 
TO THE NEUTRAL AND CRITICAL STIMULUS WORDS 
IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE STIMULUS LIST 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(N-20) (N-20) 
Mean Mean Mean SMD 
Ditference 
Neutral 
Stiaulus 1800 1826 -26 68 
Words 
Critical 
Stimulus 2136 2083 t 53 89.5 
Words 
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t· 
0.38 
0.59 
• With 19 degree. of freedom, t of 2.86 significant at 1 per cent level; 
t ot 2.54 significant at 2 per cent level; t of 2.09 significant at 5 per 
cent level. 
half of the sttaulus list will determine the functional relationship be-
tween type ot e.saT and GSRs to the sti.ulus words. Table 10 summarizes 
the important data tor each stiaulus word. 
An examination ot Table 10 will reveal that the .e.ns tor the con-
trol group on each ot the eight stiaulus words are s.aller than the .eans 
tor the corresponding stimulus word in the experimental ,roup. Three of 
the four neutral .timulus words (GLASS, TREE, FLOWER) produced no signit-
Table 10 
A COMPARISON OF 1'8E DIFFERENCES IN THE MEANS J'OR GSR. 1'0 THE 
SECOND EIGHT STIMULUS WORDS 
IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
STIMULUS GROUP GROUP 
WORD (N-20) (N-20) 
Mean SO Mean SO Mean 
Difterence 
GLASS 432 211 358 144 i14 
WORSHIP 469 155 360 119 f109 
TREE 395 173 359 190 i 36 
HOLINESS 465 161 408 202 i 57 
CHJ.IR 424 189 281 201 i 131 
RELIGION 413 152 338 211 i 135 
FLOWER 326 181 300 192 f26 
GOD 518 155 405 203 fl13 
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t-
1.32 
2.32 
0.81 
1.68 
2.69 
3.78 
0.12 
2.36 
- With 19 degrees ot treedo., t ot 2.86 signiticant at 1 per cent level; 
t ot 2.54 signiticant at 2 per cent level; t ot 2.09 signiticant at 5 per 
cent level. 
icant ditterences between the experimental and control groups. The 
tourth neutral word (CHAIR) produced a difference that was signiticant at 
the 2 per cent level. The ditterence between the experimental and con-
trol groups on this word can be attributed to the tact that the .ean GSR 
tor the control group was very ... 11. 
On the other hand, three of the tour critical stimulus word. evi-
dence a .ienificant ditterence between the experi •• ntal and control 
croups: WORSHIP wa •• ignificantly different at the 5 per cent lev.l; 
RELIGION wa. significantly ditfer.nt at the 1 p.r cent level; GOD wa • 
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• ienificantly diff.rent at the 5 per cent level. Th •• timulu. word HOLI-
NESS did not r.sult in a .ienificant difference b.t.e.n the two croups. 
It will be noticed that the lack .f a .icnificant difference for this 
word i. mainly due to the fact that the mean GSR of the control Iroup wa. 
quite large, a. compar.d with the .ean GSR. of the .... croup to the re-
aainine .timulu. word •• 
To lain a better appr.ciation of the .pecific .ffects of the type of 
••• ., on the magnitude of the GSR. to the sti.ulu. word. pre •• nted after 
the reading of the ••• ay, it will be u.eful to do an analysi. of differ-
ence betweea the two groups of the total re.pon.ivity of the .ubject. 
within each group to the re.pective .et. of critical and neutral stimulus 
word. in the .econd halt of the .timulus li.t. Thu., the GSa. of each 
.ubject can be .umMated for the word. WORSHIP, HOLINESS, RELIGION, GOD, 
and they can be treat.d a. one elobal autonomic respon.e. Group •• ans 
can then b. d.t.rmined for the total r.spon.ivity of each croup to the 
entire •• t of .ti.ulu. word.. Th. .ame proc.dur. can be utilized for the 
neutral word. GLASS, TREE, CHAIR, fLOWER. Tabl. 11 .ummarize. this data. 
It will b. notic.d that there are .ilnificant ditfer.nce. b.tw.ea 
the experi.ental and control croup. for both .ets of stimulus word.. For 
Table 11 
A COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CONTROL GROUPS IN THE MEANS FOR TOTAL AUTONOMIC RESPONSIVITY 
TO THE NEUTRAL AND CRITICAL STIMULUS WORDS 
IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE STIMULUS LIST 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(N-20) (N-2Q) 
Mean Mean Mean SND 
Difference 
Neutral 
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t* 
Sti .. ulus 1578 1305 ,,273 119.9 2.27 
Words 
Critical 
Sti .. ulus 1920 1510 ,,410 114.2 3.59 
Words 
• With 19 degrees of freedo18, t of 2.86 significant at 1 per cent level; 
t of 2.54 significant at 2 per cent level; t of 2.09 significant at 5 per 
cent level. 
the neutral sti .. uli, the .ean difference of 273 in favor of the experi-
.. ental group is significant at the 5 per cent level. For the .et of 
words related to the religious value., the .. ean difference of 410 in 
favor of the experi .. ental group is significant at the 1 per cent level. 
Thus, the data presented in Tables 10 and 11 .uggest the conclusion 
that there i. a positive relationship between the involve .. ent essay and 
the magnitude of GSRa to ati .. ulus words pre.ented to the .ubject after 
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the reading ot the essay. Th. data likewi.e sugg.st the conclusion that 
the specitic .tt.ct ot the ••• ay i. more closely r.lat.d to the Magnitud. 
ot GSa. to the critical it ••• than to the macnitud. ot GSa. to the n.u-
tral .ti.ulus word.. The nature ot this r.lation.hip and the .pecitic 
.tt.ct. ot the involv •• ent es.ay will b. di.cussed in the tollowing chap-
ter. 
It will be recalled that the de.ign ot this exp.ri •• nt includ.d two 
ind.p.ndent variables and two hypoth..... Although the ettect. ot the 
two variables cannot be easily separat.d (at least not tor the second 
part ot the .xperiment), tor purposes ot clarity it was n.c .... ry to pre-
s.nt the data so.ewhat independ.ntly. Thus tar, w. have tocus.d our at-
t.ntion on the role ot the neutral .s.ay involve •• nt •• say variable. 
W. have conclud.d that the data supports the hypoth •• is r.lat.d to this 
variabl.. .ubjects ot high religious value. who are exp.ri •• ntally in-
volv.d in th.ir r.ligious valu •• giv •• igniticantly gr.at.r GSa. to sti.-
ulu. word. relat.d to th.ir valu •• than .ubj.ct. ot high religious value. 
who are not experim.ntally involved. It yet remain. to as.e.s the ettect 
ot the n.utral .timulu. word -- critical stimulus word variabl •• 
To a ••••• the .ttect ot this variable it will b. nec ••• ary to make a 
direct compari.on ot the magnitud •• ot GSa. to the neutral .timulus word. 
with the magnitud •• ot GSR. to the critical .timulus word.. Again this 
experimenter t.lt that the most adequate measure ot ditt.renc. would be 
total autonomic responsivity, the .ummation. ot GSa. to each .et ot .ti __ 
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ulu. words within in each halt of the experiment. Thus, a comparison can 
be made tor each 8ubject within each croup between the .ubject'. total 
autonomic responsivity to the neutral word. and hi. total autonomic re-
.pon.ivity to the critical stimulus word.. Because of the intervention 
ot the neutral e.say -- involve.ent .... y variable, it will be nece.sary 
to treat the tirat half of the stimulus word list (first eight .timulus 
words) independently of the .econd half of the .timulu. word li.t (aecond 
eight .timulus word.). 
Al though the experiment •. l and control croup. were .ubject to the 
.ame experimental conditions during the first part of the experi.ent, tor 
purposes of consistency the data tor the two croups are presented inde-
pend.ntly_ For the fir.t part of the experi.ent, summation. of the GSR. 
ot each .ubject to the words STREIT. CLOCK, SANDt BELL were co.pared to 
the .ummations of the GSaa of the aa.e subject to the words FAITH. 
PRAYER, SPIRITUALITY, PRIEST. An analy.ia of the .ienificaace of the 
difterence between the.e two .eta of stimulus words was conducted. Thi. 
data i. presented in Table 12. 
It will be seen that the differences between the .eans of GSa. to 
the neutral atimulu. word. and the means of GSa. to the stimulus word. 
related to re1igioua value. in the firat halt of the stimulus li.t are 
significant at the I per cent level for both the 
group •• 
experi.en~a~ and control 
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A COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENC&S BETWEEN THE MEANS FOR TOTAL 
AUTONOMIC RESPONSIVITY OF THE NEUTRAL STIMULUS WORDS AND THE 
CRITICAL STIMULUS WORDS IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE STIMULUS LIST 
NEUTRAL CRITICAL 
STIMULUS STIMULUS 
WORDS WORDS 
Mean M.an M.an SMD 
Diff.r.nc. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
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GROUP 1800 2136 ,,336 90.4 3.72 
(N-20) 
CONTROL 
GROUP 1826 2083 
(N-20) 
.,257 51.8 4.96 
• With 19 degr.es of freedom, t of 2.86 significant at 1 p.r cent l.vel. 
The .... procedure can be applied to the stimulus word list in the 
second half of the .xperim.nt, i ••• after the introduction of the n.utral 
es.a7 -- involv.ment es.a7 variable. Although the two group. w.re sub-
jected to diff.rent .xp.rimental conditions, it i. still possible to as-
•••• the ditf.rence. between the neutral and critical word. under the two 
ditterent exp.rimental condition.. For this second part ot the experi-
.ent, .ummations of the GSRs ot each .ubject to the word. GLASS, TREE, 
CHAIR, FLOWER can be compar.d to the summations of the GSRs of the .aae 
subj.ct to the word. WORSHIP, HOLIN&SS, RELIGION, GOD. Again,.e have a 
comparison ot the total autonomic responsivit7 to the .et ot n.utral 
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words with the total autonomic responsivit~ to the set ot critical stimu-
lus words. This .et ot data is presented in Table 13. 
Table 13 
A COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWUN THE MEANS FOR TOTAL 
AUTONOMIC RESPONSIVITY or THE NEUTRAL STIMULUS WORDS AND THE 
CRITICAL STIMULUS WORDS IN THE SECOND HALF or THE STIMULUS LIST 
EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP 
(N-20) 
CONTROL 
GROUP 
(N-20) 
NEUTRAL 
STIMULUS 
WORDS 
Mean 
1518 
1305 
CRITICAL 
STIMULUS 
WORDS 
Mean 
1920 
1510 
Mean 
Oitlerence 
+342 
+205 
89.5 
58.2 
3.82 
3.52 
• With 19 degree. ottreedol8. t ot 2.86 signiticant at 1 per cent level. 
Again, it will be .een that the ditterences between the mean8 ot to-
tal autonomic responsivit~ to the neutral sti.ulus words and the .eans ot 
total autonomic respon8ivit~ to the critical stimulus words are 8ig8iti-
cant at the 1 per cent level tor both the experimental and control groups 
Thus, under the three ditterent experimental conditions (betore reading 
the es.ay, atter reading the involve.ent e.sa~t atter reading the neutral 
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eaaay), stimulus worda related to religioua values evoked significantly 
greater GaR magnitudes (as represented by total autonomic responsivity) 
than did the neutral stimulus words. This analysis of the data suggeata 
the conclusion that there is a poaitive relationship between subjects of 
high religious value strength and the magnitude of GSRs to stimulus words 
related to the values. Thus, the analysis of the data concerning the 
neutral word -- critical word variable supports the hypothesis related to 
this variable. subjects of hi,h religious values give significantly 
,reater GSas to stimulus words related to the religious value than to 
neutral words. Quantitative analysis of the ma,nitude ot the GSRa sup-
ports both of the hypotheses which the experiment was designed to test. 
9!alitative Analysis 
Analyses ot certain qualitative factors such as blocks and verbal 
responses did not yield any signiticant results. Taking a delay of four 
seconds between the presentation of the stimulus word by the experi.enter 
and the verbal response by the subject as indicative ot a real block, 14 
subjects in the experimental group had at least one block tor the first 
half of the stimulus list; 15 subjects in the control group had at least 
one block tor the tirst halt ot the stimulus list. 13 subjects in the 
experimental ,roup had at least one block tor the second halt of the stim-
ulus list; 11 subjects in the control group had at least one block for 
the .econd halt of the stimulus list. 
There were a total number ot 31 blocks (lion neutral words, 20 on 
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critical words) for the experimental croup in the first halt ot the stim-
ulus list; the control group evinced a total number ot 25 block. (6 on 
neutral words. 19 on critical words) in the first halt ot the .timulus 
list. Betwe.n the two groups, there w.re a total number of 18 blocks on 
the stimulus word SPIRITUALITY, a findine whicb can probably be attribu-
ted to the difficulty of the stimulus word. 
In the second half of the stimulus list. there was a total number of 
30 blocks (8 on neutral words, 22 on critical words) for the experimental 
group; the control ,roup had a total nUMber of 21 blocks (6 for n.utral 
words and l~ for critical words> for tbe saae stImulus list. 
All told, the neutral words occasion.d a total number of 31 blocks, 
whereas the critical words occasioned a total number ot 76 blocks. This 
is perhaps a significant findin,_ but because of tbe condition. of the 
experiment the experiment.r does not fe.l Justified in drawing any con-
clusions from this fact. The exp.riment was not und.rtaken with any par-
ticular hypoth •• is concerning blocking in mind, and the finding is. at 
best, Most factum. Table 14 pr.s.nts a word-by-word analysis of the to-
tal number of blocks within each group. 
A cursory analysis of the v.rbal respons.s dId not yield any .ignit-
icant finding.. Again, the experimenter did not undertake the experim.nt 
with any particular hypoth •••• concerning the verbal r.sponse. in aind. 
Nevertheless, tor purposes of thoroughness, the verbal r.sponses of each 
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subject tor each stiaulu8 word are catalogued in Appendix III. 
Table 14 
TOTAL NUMBER OF BLOCKS FOR EACH STIMULUS WORD 
BLOCKS, BLOCKS 
STIMULUS EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
\fORD GROUP GROUP 
STREET 2 1 
FAITH 2 0 
CLOCK 2 0 
PRAYER 3 4 
SAND 3 1 
SPIRITUALITY 1 11 
BELL 
" 
4 
PRIEST 8 
" 
GLASS 5 2 
WORSHIP 3 0 
TREE 1 0 
HOLINESS 6 3 
CHAIR 2 1 
RELIGION 8 5 
FLOWER 0 3 
GOD 15 1 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
The hypotheses being tested in this experiment involved a two-told 
predictions 
1) Subjects ot high religious value. will give signiticantly greater 
GSRs to stimulus words related to the religious value than to neutral 
.ti.ulu. word •• 
2) Subjects ot high religious values who are experimentally involved 
in their religious value. will give signiticantly greater GSR. to stimu-
lu. words related to their value. than subject. ot high religious values 
who are not experi.entally involved. 
It will be recalled that the tirst hypothe.is was te.ted under three dit-
terent experi.ental condition., betore reading the e •• ay, after reading 
the involve.ent e •• ay, atter reading the neutral e •• ay. Under each ot 
the three ditterent experimental conditions, the neutral word -- critical 
word variable produced ditterences significant at the 1 per cent level. 
Thus, it will be nece.sary to discus. the import ot the type ot stimulus 
word u.ed. 
The unique tactor in this experiment, the involve.ent essay -- neu-
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tral essay variablet was related to the second hypothe.i.. This variable 
al.o produc.d po.itive findings, and it will likewi.e be nec.s.ary to 
discuss the influence of the essay. on autonomic re.ponsivity_ 
Before undertaking a discu •• ion of the •• variable., how.ver, it 
would be w.ll to concretize an ambiguity that may have aris.n in the 
course of the pre.entation of this paper. The general framework in which 
the experimental inve.tigation wa. introduced c.ntered upon the problem 
of the validity of the value con.truct a. a motivational factor in behav-
ior and the .peoifio nature of religious valu.s. Thi. inve.tigator vie •• 
this experiment in the light of this general proble •• 
Nevertheless, the design of this .xp.ri •• nt doe. not p.rmit of an 
extrapolation fro. the po.itive finding. to a general con.id.ration of 
the nature of reli,ious values. aeligious value was treated a. a con-
.tant and not a. a variable. It i. quite po.sible that similar finding. 
could have been obtained usinl .ubjeot. of relatively low r.li,iou. value 
.tr.n,th. Since .uoh a oontrol wa. not provided, no dir.ot conclusion. 
can be drawn concerning the nature of religious values. 
Furth.r-or., it should be point.d out that it is inoon.i.t.nt .v.n 
to expect that the pap.r and p.ncil a ••••••• nt of val u.s (e.g., the All-
port-Vernon-Lindzey study ~ Value.) should correlate positiv.ly with 
physiological indice. of valuation. It aay very w.ll be that the.e two 
differ.nt approaohes to the problem are dealing with distinct dim.nsions 
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of personality_ Allport assumes that psycholoCical values have physio-
logical correlates, and this experimenter is inclined to agree with him. 
Experimental research has yet to establish any generally positive rela-
tionship between the value areas described by Allport and such tactors as 
autoDo.tC respon.ivity to stimulus words related to the values. 
The point ot this experiment is that autonomic re.ponsivity to stim-
ulus words i. itself an indicator of valuation. It is the contention of 
this experi.enter that GSa. to .ti.ulus worda constitute a type of inde-
pendent eyidence of valuation ba.ed on the .eanin,fulne •• of ditferent 
type. of atimulus words. 
It was noted in an earlier chapter that a ,enerally accepted conclu-
sion in GSa researeh i. that "e.otional" stimulUS words tend to eyoke 
greater GSa. than do "non-e.otional" worda. I do not intend to run 
a,round here on the .eaning of e.otion. The contention of Woodworth and 
Schlo.sber~ follow1n, Wechsler. is, I think, well taken: "We should .top 
thinking of Eaot10n with a capital E. • •• Instead, we should u.e e.o-
tion to describe the individual who is highly energized, active, tense, 
or activated tl (1954. p. 159). The GSa i. thus .een as a change in the 
level ot activation, a preparation for a potential increase in gross ac-
tivity. 
When the experimenter 1s using cognitive .timuli such as stimulus 
words, the question aris •• as to why one stimulUS word produces a greater 
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level of activation than does another stimulus word. When a set of stim-
ulus words consistently produces larger GSR aagnitudes than does another 
S8t, the experimenter i8 justitied. 1 think, in assuming the existence ot 
80me 80rt of interrelationship bet-een the stimulus worda in that 8et 
which con8istently produce. a greater magnitude ot respons.. Why doe8 
one type ot stimulus word induce a greater level ot activation than an-
other type? It seems obvious to ae that, it other important variables 
are controlled. the answer must lie in the tact that the type ot atimulu. 
word evoking the larger GSa. must be more meaningful to the subject than 
the other type of stimulus word. I would describe this type of .eanine-
tulne •• as valuation. 
In this experi.ent the stiaulus word. related to religious valu.s 
consistently evoked larger GSRs than did the neutral stimulus words. In 
other words. the critical stimuli held a greater value for the .ubjects 
than did the neutral .ti.uli. In terma ot this experiment. it aisht well 
be po •• ible to inter a po.itive relationship between strength of reli-
gious value. and magnitude of GaBs to atiaulus words related to the val-
uea. Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that the oaly comparison 
available is between the religious 8timulus words and the relatively in-
nocuous aet ot neutral stimulu8 word.. The only concluaion that thia ex-
perimenter is tempted to draw ia that the relicioua 8tiaulu. worda were 
aore a •• nin,tul to the subjecta than were the neutral atiaulu. words. 
An interesting possibility for turther research would be to adminis-
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ter • stimulua li.t containing sets of words related to all six of the 
aajor value ar •• s d.scribed by Allport. It would then be possible to 
mak. dir.ct correlationa between strength of valuea and magnitude of GSRs 
to stimulu8 words r.lat.d to the value ar.aa. No such poaitiv. corr.la-
tion conc.rning r.ligious val u.s can be inf.rr.d trom this .xp.rim.nt. 
w. hay. yet to discus. the role of the involve.ent tactor. We have 
aeen that prior to the introduction ot the involvement tactor the experi-
.ental and control ,roups w.re roulhly equivalent in their r.spons.s to 
the first eight stimulus words. After the introduction of the neutral 
eas.y -- involvem.nt •• say variable, .ignificant differenc.s w.re ob-
tained tor the neutral word CHAIR (2 p.r cent l.v.l), the r.ligious word. 
WORSHIP and GOD (5 p.r cent l.vel), and the religious word RELIGION (1 
per c.nt l.v.l). 
A .ore i.portant index, I think. is the a ••••••• nt in t.ras of total 
autono.ic r •• ponsivity to the r •• pective •• t. of neutral and critical 
ite... Thi. inve.tigator do •• not int.nd to di.cu •• the r •• pectiv. aer-
it. of any particular .ti.ulu. word, .inc. total autonomic r •• pon.ivity 
••••• to be a more accurat •• eaaure of the global r.spons. of the .ubject 
to the entire experi •• ntal aituation. Wh.n total autonomic re.pon.ivity 
to .ach •• t ot .timulu. words is ua.d .s the crit.rion of differ.ntiation 
bet.een the exp.ri.ental and control group., the etfect of the involve • 
• ent factor i. quite unambiguous ( •• e Tables 9 and 11). Before the in-
troduction of the involve.ent essay -- neutral e.say variabl., the .xperi 
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mental and control croups are roughly equivalent in their responsea to 
the respective sets of critical and neutral stimulus words. The involve-
ment tactor produced difterenee. significant at the 5 per cent level tor 
the neutral words and at the 1 per cent level tor the religious stimulus 
worda. 
In the tirat halt ot the stimulus list. the .ean GSK to each ot the 
neutral stimulua words was 450 tor the experimental croup and 457 tor the 
control group (a .ean difterence ot 7 in tavor of the control group). 
The mean GSR to each ot the critical stimulus words was 534 tor the ex-
perimental group and 521 tor the control croup (a mean ditterence ot l~ 
in tavor ot the experi.ental group). 
In the second halt ot the stimUlUS list. however. the mean GSa to 
each ot the neutral stimulus words tor the experi.ental group was 395 
whereas the .ean GSR to the aa.. worda tor the control croup was only 326 
(a mean ditf.rence ot 69 in tavor ot the experimental croup). The mean 
GSR to each ot the critical stimulu8 worda was 480 tor the control group 
and on17 377 tor the experi.ental group (a mean ditterenee ot 103 in ta-
Yor ot the experi.ental croup). 
Throughout the eourse ot the experiment. then, aeveral trends are 
evident. In the tirst place there i8 a ,radual deerease in the Magnitude 
ot the OSHa as the subject proceeded trom the beginning to the end ot the 
atimulua list. This is a co .. on tindina in GSa research using .ti.ulua 
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words lists and can be attributed to the gradual adaptation and relaxa-
tion ot the subject. It no other tactors are introduced, the subject 
adapts to the .ituation and usually become. progre •• ively le •• excitable. 
In this experiment, it would seem that the neutral e.say did rela-
tively little to di.turb subject adaptation. For the control group, the 
macnitude ot the GSaa to the atimulus words in the .econd halt ot the 
li.t are considerably small.r than the GSa. to the stimulUS word. in the 
tirst halt ot the li.t. The control group continued to ditter sieniti-
cantly in their r.sponse. to the n.utral and critical atimulu. words, but 
it would ••• m that the neutral •• .., had little .ttect on their re.pon-
.ivity. 
The essay on clerical involve.ent, however, produced a notable dit-
t.r.nce between the two croup.. Th. e.say wa. de.ilned to act a. a chal-
len,. to the religious beliet. ot the subjects, and the di.turbinl con-
tent ot the involv •• ent e •• ay can be vi.wed a. a thr.at to the co .. it •• nt 
ot a cl.rical student. 
I would int.rpr.t the re.ults as an indication that the involvement 
e •• ay served to inhibit subject adaptation. It .hould be noted, however, 
that the intluence ot the e.say had a greater impact on the relilious 
stimulus words than it did on the neutral .ti.ulus words. In the .econd 
halt ot the sti.ulus list, the ditterenc. bet •• en the exp.ri.ental and 
control croup. tor the n.utral word. wa. .icniticant only at the 5 per 
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cent level. whereas for the critical words the ditference was significant 
at the I per cent level. In short, the emotional impact of the involve-
ment essay was not completely undifferentiated but .e •• s to have be.n 
.or. closely relat.d to the critical word. than to the neutral it •••• 
I would thus conclude from these findings that this .xperiment fur-
nishes .o.e justification for the validity of the religious value con-
struct. In the first place. there is the brute fact that in .ubjects of 
hieh religious value stimulus words related to the value evoke greater 
GSKs than do unrelated stimulus words. It se •• s 80mewhat circular to de-
scribe the.e 8ti.uU .• imply a. It.motional." The awre basic question 
seems to be why they are e.otional. The fact that the critical .timulus 
words are .or. m.aningtul ••••• to •• to b. an indication ot valuation. 
Secondly, .o.e reason must be .ssicaed to the influenc. of the in-
volve.ent ess.,. One cannot be, the qu.stion by si.ply describing the 
e.say as an emotional threat. .gain, the ba.ic question ..... to be why 
the involvement .ssay produc.d a Ireater level of activation than did the 
neutral e.say. These question. would be an8wered by the p08tulation of a 
propriate cognitive affective construct 8uch •• r.ligiou. value. 
Summar, 
The purp08e of this experiment was to discover the relationship be-
tween subject. of high religious value and GSR. to stimulus words related 
to the value under varyin, condition. ot involvement in the value. Val-
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ue. were a.sessed through the use of the Allport-Vernon-Lindsey Study !! 
Value., and the general problem ot the validity of the value construct 
was discu •• ed. It was as.u.ed that if the hypothese. in this experiment 
were supported, the experiment would furnish a type of independent evi-
dence for the validity of the value construct. 
It was found that stimUlUS words related to the value evoked signif-
icantly creater GaRs than did neutral stimulus words. It was turther 
discovered that SUbjects who are experimentally involved through the use 
of an involve.ent essay showed greater autonomic activity than subjects 
that read a neutral es.ay. The two groups diftered more significantly on 
their GSas to stimulus words related to the value than to neutral stimu-
lu. word.. The experi.enter thus conclude. that the.e results can be ex-
plained through the postulation of a religious value construct. 
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APPENDIX I 
INVOLVEMENT ESSAY 
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In an age when science and reason are attempting to establish their 
rightful places as the soundest guide. to huaan action, it is particular-
ly unnerving to the intellieent and educated man to find such wide-spread 
devotion to idiotic and superstitious cults like Christianity. Science 
long ago e.tablished the fact that belief in all-powerful supernatural 
being. i. no more than a neurotic ayth. The per.istence of .uch ayths i. 
the .ingle most destructive force in man'. attempt to construct a healthy 
world. The Christian, in.tead of facing the difficulties and obligations 
of life in a rational manner, tries to .scape his obligations by creating 
in his own mind omnipotent supernatural powers whom he faithfully serve •• 
This i. the coward's way out. 
Clergymen are the most neurotic and cowardly of the Chri.tian breed. 
Take, for exaaple, the problem of celibacy. The role of the clergJaan 
aake. it patently impos.ible for him to live a life ot celibacy and still 
be able to help the faailie. he is suppos.d to .erv.. In addition to the 
tact that celibacy Make. the clergyman inefticient 1n hi. work, it also 
leads to .ental strain. aaladju.t.ent., and mental illn.... If these bad 
ettect. are not present, there is little doubt that the clergyman 1. not 
living up to his 1d.al. He is living a. a fraud, undoubtedly indulging 
his warped sexual tantasies in secret. The manly thing to do is to face 
one's responsibilities by taking on the obligation of family lit •• 
Clergym.n are simply too cowardly to face th.ir family obligations, and 
therefore they promote Christian myths in ord.r to earn an ea.y liying. 
Parasit •• t 
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Another example of their d.viousnes. is cl.rical ,arb. Th. dark 
clerical garment with reversed collar actuallY r.pels individuals by it. 
austere appearance instead of inspiring them with the notion of sacr.d~ 
n.... Special costumes aay well be tolerated in c.rtain callings, such 
as police work and the armed torces, but th.ae v.ry inaignia of office 
hay. the eff.ct of putting a distance betwe.n the uniformed person and 
others, rath.r than .nabling the. to foster more amicable social rela-
tions. Thu., clergya.n hide behind their uniform, using it as a protec-
tiye device. In enables the. to earn a livin, without meeting the obli-
gations of .ocial life. 
Fortunately, Chri.tianity and it. moro.e practice. have had their 
"day in the sun." In the rapidly-approaching poat-Christian era where 
science ia establishing itself .a the supre.e arbit.r of buman affairs, 
•• n liYe by their rea.on and not by fear and superstition. A new day is 
dawning, and in the aociety of the future there will be little room for 
the outmoded ideals and practices of the Christian neuroais. 
APPENDIX II 
NEUTRAL ESSAY 
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At a recent convention ot automobile dealer. and manutacturers 
repre.enting the major automobile concern. in this area, con.iderable 
discussion tocused upon the problem ot automobile de.ign. Since it was 
,enerally conceded that there i. a decisive trend in American automobile 
desi,n toward the construction ot relatively simple, less expensive mod-
el., various a.pects ot this phenomenon were discussed. 
One main topic ot discus.ion was the overwhelmin, succe.. in recent 
years ot "compact" and smaller model.. On the whole, it was telt that 
this trend was beneticial both to the automobile indu.try and the public. 
Saaller, less complex Blod.l. have the advanta,. ot l •••• nin' production 
costs in automobile construction. 'rhu., the production ot less expen.iv. 
automobiles open. up the possibility ot caterin, to a lar,.r mark.t. In 
the lon, run, .... -producin' Ie •• expen.ive but equally w.ll-con.tructed 
cars increases the volu •• ot sale., re.ultin, in a proportionate increase 
in dealer and aanutacturer earnings. Furthermore, there is a grGwin, 
need among modern tamilies to have a .econd car at their disposal. The 
compact car i. an ideal .olutton to this problem. Thu., the dealer. and 
manutacturer. telt that the production ot compact model. was rendering a 
public service in .ati.tyin, a di.tinct need in contemporary .ociety. 
Another important teature in the construction ot less complex model. 
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was unanimously lauded by all the representatives attending. This fea-
ture was the ready accessibility in these models to the installation of 
various safety devices. All the automobile representatives felt that the 
installation of safety devices in the very construction of automobiles is 
a definite necessity. One of the most significant developments that 
emerged from the discussions was the adoption of a resolution to incorpo-
rate as standard equipment on all automobiles six safety features that 
are now optional on most models. In the future the following items will 
be installed as standard equipment on all automobilesl rear seat belts, 
padded dashboards, padded sun visors, backup lights, outside left-hand 
mirrors, and windshield washers hooked to electric wipers (which maintain 
a steady beat regardless of the speed of the car). 
In the general estimation ot the dealers and manufacturers, the next 
few years would not be a time of radical new departures in automobile 
production and design. Rather, the industry .ill rene. ita eftorts to 
provide attractive but serviceable and well-constructed models to meet 
the needs of the public. 
STIMULUS 
WORD 
STREET 
FAITH 
CLOCI: 
PRAYER 
SAND 
APPENDIX III 
VERBAL RESPONSES 
RESPONSE WORDS 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
car(s> S-
house 3 
corner 2 
blacktop 
pavement 
traffic 
trolley 
hope 9 
rellelon 4: 
church 2 
Christ 2 
time 7 
hands :5 
hour 2 
watch 2 
face 
church :5 
book 2 
Christ 2 
God 2 
chapel 2 
hope 2 
relieion 
beach 11 
piper 
stone 
box 
sandbox 
boulevard 
avenue 
walk 
broWB 
asphalt 
road 
charity 
think 
God 
horse 
alar. 
wall 
clock 
gold 
toward 
pi.ty 
office 
holiness 
trust 
kneel 
desert 
s.ashore 
fine 
sea 
pile 
CONTROL GROUP 
car(s) 8 
corner 3 
sl,n 2 
pav .... nt 
road 
hope 12 
reli,lon :5 
tl.e 10 
tick 3 
radio 2 
hand 
window 
God 8 
Our Fath.r 2 
hands 
Bible 
worship 
kne.line 
Christ 
beach 11 
shore 2 
ocean 
sea 
plane 
Plshwacki 
Main 
lane 
avenue 
people 
church 2 
God 
watch 
watcher 
Westclox 
sorry 
pray 
love 
meeting 
ask 
paper 
water 
pile 
white 
• Th. numb.rs to the right of a word indicate the total numb.r of sub-
jects who respond.d with that word. 
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STIMULUS RESPONSE WORDS 
WORD EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP 
SPIRITUALITY Christ 4 soul religion :3 Bouyer 
God :3 theology nothing :3 good 
.a,azine Dominican prayer 2 reli,iosity 
181' TIleresa God religioue-lite 
redemption prayer eouls IIITstical 
Catholici .. Lord taith love 
corporality DOlainican 
Tanquerey Boly Spirit 
Garri,ou Do. Mantion 
BELL tower 9 school tower 4 telephone 
bell 2 .teel rin, 3 .e 
ring 2 ,et up ringer church 
gong 2 clanger ringing toll 
bell ringer clapper ottice 
,on, .chedule 
ding don, exerci.e 
book 
PRIEST Man 3 sacerdotal God 3 prayer 
ca.eock ainister .ister 2 reli,ion 
church otter church 2 aan ot God 
religion ae woaan taith 
bishop priest pray brother 
eacrAlllents taith MOnk .ass 
acolyte collar preacher Fr. Ingling 
altar crucifix .. n clerQllan 
aas. Catholic 
GLASS window 6 hour window 7 windshield 
water 5 roo. taker pane 
drinking clear teachers .ilk 
di.he. hou.e eye washer 
jar pane tr .. e cut 
drink hou.e tipper 
aatety drinking 
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STIMULUS RESPONSE WORDS 
WORD EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP 
WORSHIP God 6 .tand prayer 6 .ervice 2 
cburcb 3 chapel God 5 devotion 
faith 3 kneel church 3 .... 
prayer 2 liturgy pray 2 
pray priest 
TREE green 3 tall oak 3 ground 
leaves 3 nature leat 3 country 
flower(.) 2 top leaves 2 tall 
bark tree green 2 grove 
woods bird el. 2 evergreen 
apple. house toliage root 
sand next bird 
crass 
HOLINESS Chri.t 4 religious sanctity 1 Jesus 
sanctity 2 priestly saintliness 2 prayer 
God 2 saints spirituality 2 church 
.. n2 eternal union with God God 
piety goodness wholeness pope 
charity truth mystical 
spirituality hope salvation 
CHAIR table 1 posture sitter .. n 
sit 3 body sit 8 stool 
seat 3 roo. sitting 2 table 
sitting wood seat 2 rocking 
whole shoe nae 2 ana 
RELIGION taith 3 holiness Catholic 5 ho_e 
church 3 love taitb 4 church 
God 2 religious God 3 religious 
Christ 2 hope worship 2 way to God 
Catholic beliet prayer 2 
Catholicism worship 
Christianity theology 
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STIMULUS RESPONSE WORDS 
WORD EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP 
n..oWER pot 3 dais7 rose 5 daiS7 
tree 3 garden garden 2 prett 7 
rose 2 petal pot 2 va.e 
bee bloo. bud beautiful 
color flower bee beaut7 
grow .eed petal bed 
IIWl l i17 bushes arrangement 
7ellow 
GOD man 6 invisible man 6 Chri.t 
oanipotence hope heaven pray-
good ts ho.e love 
religion al.ight7 I religion 
flower church pra7er one 
holine •• God so.eone worship 
great hol7 dut7 father 
supre.e betne creator 
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